
Year 1 Home learning for 8.1.21 

This colour indicates work we would like emailed in to school for marking. Please send it to your class 

teacher. We will aim to give feedback within 24 hours. 

* means that the resource is saved on the website. 

Friday 
Handwriting  https://youtu.be/BLCqZRrOJlc 

Set 3 sounds 

ur (burn, turn, hurt, nurse, purse) 
Focus on letter heights eg: a b is taller than a u.  

Extension - have a go at writing sentences that contain these words. 
 

Writing https://youtu.be/mN7bOfGL7fA  
The tasks below are differentiated for different abilities. Please choose appropriate 
challenge for your child. 
 
Mild – Can you write 1 simple sentence about your chosen vehicle? 

The sports car is grey. 
 
Spicy – Can you write 2 different sentences about your chosen vehicle? Can you use 
‘and’ in 1 of your sentences? 

The sports car is grey. It has shiny wheels 
and bright lights. 
 
Hot – Write at least 3 different sentences about your chosen vehicle. Make sure you 
extend your sentences with different joining words like, ‘and’, ‘because’ or ‘so’. 

The sports car is silver and blue. It has a 
low bonnet so it can go really fast. The 
alloy wheels are shiny because they are 
made from metal. 

 

Phonics https://youtu.be/rPntHOfcOVo 
Mild – write the ‘ou’ digraph ten times using different coloured pencils or pens. 
Spicy – copy these ‘ou’ words and add the sound buttons. See how quickly you can read 
the words. 
Hot – write 3 silly sentences with these ‘ou’ words in: out, shout, loud, mouth, round 
and found. 
 
Please use these links for information about the sounds we teach. 
phonics pure sounds video (oxfordowl.co.uk) 
Parent guide to Read Write Inc. Phonics | Oxford Owl 
 

Maths Maths Targets 
 
Today we would normally be practising our maths targets so we would like you to 
practise at home. You can choose 1 target to practise and if you find this easy then you 
can practise more. We’d love to see any maths jottings that you do. 
 
 

https://youtu.be/BLCqZRrOJlc
https://youtu.be/mN7bOfGL7fA
https://youtu.be/rPntHOfcOVo
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/reading-owl/find-a-book/read-write-inc-phonics--1/phonics-pure-sounds-video
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/


PSHE Health and Wellbeing – Think Positive 
 
Happy things are what help us to feel good. Think about what makes you happy and how it 
makes you feel. What happens to your body when you are happy? What happens to your 
behaviour when you are happy? 
 
Draw and label pictures of all the things that make you happy  
 

 
 

 


